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Abstract: We consider an economy in which the price mechanism in competitive mar- 
kets partially malfunctions; namely some prices do not move in response to discrepancy 
between supply and demand. We formalize this case as a model where some prices are 

exible as usual whereas others are fixed. On the assumption that every agent is a 
price taker, we show that even in this situation general equilibria do exist, but at the 
cost of two important properties; namely, decisive relative prices and determinacy of 
equilibrium. 0n one hand, ineffectiveness of relative prices naturally induces use of 
money. We show, on the other hand, that money is of great use to solve the problem 
of indeterminacy of equilibrium. Specifical ly, money proves generically to yield the 
local determinacy of equilibrium under some condition, which also implies that money 
substantially affects a real economy. 

Key words: Flex-fix prices, relative and absolute prices, indeterminacy of equilibrium, money, local unique- 
ness of equilibrium.

JEL Classification Number: C62, D51. 

INTRODUCTION 

Needless to say, our economy is crucially dependent upon a competitive market sys- 
tem that is usual ly formalized as a model in which all commodities are traded in per- 
fectly competitive markets. In a perfectly competitive market, a price of a good is as- 
sumed to change smoothly in response to discrepancy between demand and supply for 
the good. In reality, however, this flexibi l ity of a price does not always hold for every 
good. We actually see many prices more or less rigid. From a realistic viewpoint, there 
are various reasons causing price rigidity, ranging from institutional ones (eg. parity 
price, rent control etc.) to technological ones (menu cost, search cost, switching cost 
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etc., see Levy (2007)). In this paper, reflecting the above realistic view, we consider an 
economy with a market fai lure in the sense of price rigidi ty. In order to articulate the 
malfunction of the price mechanism, we adopt a model in which exible and rigid prices 
coexist. Specifically we assume that each good belongs to either the fix price market 
or the flexible price market. We do not refer to the determination of the fix prices and 
only take them as given. Thus, we need some specific adjuster for those markets with 
fix prices. 0 therwise, we would always suffer from disequilibrium in those markets1. 
Following the li terature dealing with this kind of price rigidity, we consider a rationing 
scheme for those markets. Thus, in our model, the exible price markets are based on 
a normal competitive price mechanism whereas the fix price markets are administered 
through a rationing scheme. It is worth noting that every agent is assumed to be a price 
taker for both types of markets. In other words, we assume that every agent directly or 
indirectly does not pay attention to others' behavior at all, which is crucial ly different 
from the classic li terature such as Dreze (1975) and Benassy (1975).

In our model presented below it is shown without any particular difficulty that there 
exist equilibria. This implies that the competitive price mechanism has a robust prop- 
erty with respect to the existence of equi librium in the sense that even with a partial 
malfunction of the price mechanism we can always retain the equilibrium. It, however, 
turns out that we have a different kind of di fficulty at the same time. Specifically, confin- 
ing ourselves to relative prices does not make sense in our model while the equilibrium 
absolute prices constitute a continuum, which implies indeterminacy of equi librium. 
What is worse, each equi librium price system yields a di fferent resource allocation, that 
is to say, we have indeterminacy of equilibrium in real term. This di fficulty is shown to 
be caused by the fact that in our model the demand function of each agent loses the ho- 
mogeneity in exible prices while Walras' law holds, which gives discrepancy between 
the number of equations and the number of variables (=the number of exible prices) in 
the equation system expressing the equi librium condition.

In order to handle this difficulty, we note a role of money. It is common in practice 
to neglect money in the standard competitive equi librium model. It is because with- 
out money we are allowed to have specific relative prices that equalize the quanti ty 
demanded with the quantity supplied for every commodity. M oney, if introduced in 
this situation, wi ll only determine the absolute level of prices without any effect on 
the real side of an economy. In our model including fix price markets, however, we 
have to consider absolute prices instead of relative prices as described above. M ore- 
over, these absolute prices are allowed to take any value between 0 and +co. In these 
circumstances, a certain amount of money is naturally necessitated not only because 
some unit of account is required but also because some limit is needed to determine 
the level of absolute prices. 0nce money is introduced, we should think of the medium 
of exchange as wel l as the unit of account for a role of money. Then, it turns out that 

1 If a fix price market has no adjustment mechanism of its own, flexible prices have to adjust fix price 
markets as well as their own markets. Then, the equi librium condition leads to an excess in the number of 
equations over the number of variables, typically resulting in no equi librium. Thus, we consider the rationing 
scheme as an adjustment mechanism in a fix price market. 
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these two functions of money enable us to successfully cope with the di fficulty above 
mentioned. Specifical ly, by introducing money into our model in an appropriate way 
of reflecting these two functions, we succeed in generical ly proving the local determi- 
nacy of the equilibrium. Incidentally, it is worth noting that the third role of money, 
namely the store of value, should not be admitted in our model because of its purely 
static framework.

Finally, we should refer to another view on an economy with price rigidity which 
has been taken by some researchers who are interested in a role of government particu- 
larly in underdeve1oping countries. Vasi1'ev and Wiesmeth (2008) have investigated an 
economy consisting of two types of market similar to ours. But in their mixed-market 
economy, each commodity has both the fix price market and the exible price market. 
The feature of their model consists in the role of the government in the fix price market, 
where the government controls every aspect of the rationing, fixing a price and assign- 
ing a quota for each agent. The reason why they work with this specific modeling is 
that they have in mind the transition economies of the NIS and some other countries 
(Vasi1'ev and Wiesmeth (2008), p.132). In the literature we see many authors adopt 
this sort of model (Makarov et al. (1995), Vasi1'ev (1996, 1999), Sidorov and Vasi1'ev 
(1997), van der Laan et al. (2000)). Contrary to ours, their technical difficulty lies in 
the proof of existence of equi librium, which is, technical ly speaking, caused by the non- 
linearity of the income function with respect to flexible prices (Vasi1'ev and Wiesmeth, 
op cit ). More importantly, money is dispensable in their arguments.

In section 2, after an exposition about the specific structure of our mixed-market 
model, we show a difficulty in defining an equilibrium in that model. Then we propose 
a suitable equi librium concept and demonstrate i ts existence. However, we also refer 
to indeterminacy of equilibrium that is inevitable. At the end, we give a numerical 
example that wil l help us understand the problem we face. In section 3, after showing 
necessity of money we demonstrate that through introduction of money we can succeed 
in overcoming our problem. Specifically, we can show the determinacy of equi librium 
prices from the generic viewpoint. In the last section, after referring to the relevant 
l i terature, we summarize our findings and stress the important working of money that 
has been overlooked. 

2 M IXED-M ARKET ECONOM Y AND EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRI A 

In our mixed-market economy, we have to consider both flexible price markets and 
fix price markets at the same time. Since we consider a partial malfunction of the 
competi tive price mechanism, it is legitimate to assume the market structures of these 
two types to be equal except for the price rigidity and the rationing scheme in a fix price 
market. It follows that how a fix price is determined is consciously left unnoticed. To 
keep matters simple, we confine ourselves to a pure exchange economy.

Thus, our model consists of I agents, n goods of flexible prices and m goods of fix 
prices. Each agent, indexed by 1, is characterized by his/her own uti li ty function u' and 
initial endowments a)i (= (_,)1, _ , ω , a)n+1 , _ , a)n+m)) on which we make following 
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assumptions.

ASSUMPTION 1. Each uti li ty function ul (t = 1, _ , I ) satisfies the following 
conditions:

1. u i : R +m → R is continuous, monotone and strictly quasi-concave.
2. if 1( i ) = {r ∈ K +m i 1( ) > I( i )}, then 1( i ) ⊂ K m for each i ∈

K n十m
十十 '

ASSUMPTION 2. 01 ∈ m for all i
In the fol lowing, we use the subscript c to signify flexible price goods since a flexible 

price market may be identified with a competitive market. Thus, pC denotes a flexi- 
ble (competi tive)-price vector. 0 n the other hand, -p is a fix price vector, where p is 
arbitrari ly given and fixed. For these vectors, we assume the following condition.

A SSUMPTION 3 . pC∈R 十and -p ∈R 十

For the sake of notation, we write a consumption vector x' of agent 1 as (xc, x f ) 
where the subscript f is supposed to denote fix price goods. Componentwisely, 
x c = (x;1, _ , xcn) (r esp. x:if = ( )cif 1, _ , x;ifm)) , t = 1, _ , 1. For the initial 
endowments, the similar notation is applied; that is, a)i = (o c, o f ). For simplicity, we 
call flexible(i.e., competi tive)-price goods c-goods and also call fix price goods f -goods 
in the following.

In order to define rationing schemes, we consider the net demand for f -goods, that 
is, 'f - o'f which is denotedby i Zf , z = 1 , _ , f . Then, we adopt a rationing function 
a la Benassy (Benassy (1975, 1982, 2002)) as a rationing system.

D EFINm oN 1. A system of rationing schemes for each agent i (∈ {1, _ , I }) is 
described by a map f l : Kmf → Km such that zf f l (1 , _ , i ) = 0 where the 
arguments of each component function 1 are ( J., _ , i J), J = 1, _ , m.

Now we turn to the definition of equi librium of the mixed-market economy with the 
rationing scheme.

Given a mixed-market economy specified by 9 ( j), {ui , 01 , F' }z), it seems plausible 
to think of an allocation ({x j* , x:if j, ) and a price vector pC* satisfying the following 
conditions as an equilibrium.
(i) for every i , ( c*, r Zf*) maximizes t (r c, r 'f ) in the budget set {(r c, r Zf ) ∈Kい

K l PC* 「 c 十 「 lf = P C*Oc 十 e lf }
(ii) Σf ;xi* = Σf a)c
(iii) l ( * - o , - , x * - o ) = r t - e lf , z = 1, - , f 

It is, however, easily seen that an equi librium provided above is generally unobtain- 
able because x c* and x ' as a function in pC derived from (i) cannot meet (ii) and (iii) at 
the same time (the number of unknowns(n) is much less than that of equations (n+Im)). 
Thus, we need to modify the notion of equi librium in a mixed-market economy, though 
a resultant equilibrium is at most second best. We present a desirable equilibrium in the 
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following.
We first consider the behavior of each agent facing two types of goods. As we have 

stated before, a fix price market is assumed to be competi tive except for the price rigid- 
ity and the rationing scheme, which implies that every agent is a price taker even for 
the fix price markets2. However, a fix price market is equipped with a decisive rationing 
scheme through which every agent is given a certain tradable quantity which wil l most 
likely be different from the quantity he/she is wi lling to trade. Thus, a rational agent 
would be conscious that i f he/she declares his/her demand or supply for all goods at the 
same time, the consequent trade may violate his/her budget constraint. This considera- 
tion leads us to formalize the behavior of an agent through two steps.

Step 1.
The optimization problem an agent i faces is obviously expressed as fol lows (1 = 

1, _ , I ):
max u1( c, r Zf )

S.t. P C「 c 十 「 lf = P oc o 十 OZf

Agent 1 is aware that the simultaneous offer of all the solutions of this problem to all 
markets may result in nonfulfilment of his/her budget. Thus, it matters to him/her which 
is first among c and f goods. I f c-goods precede f -goods, the price mechanism will 
eventually yield an equilibrium in c-goods markets, determining a specific price system. 
Then, on the basis of the price system agent 1 determinates the quantities demanded or 
supplied of f -goods which must undergo a rationing scheme. However, the consequent 
rationed quanti ties are not guaranteed to meet his/her final budget constraint. Therefore, 
it is legitimate to give priority to f -goods over c-goods. Let us consider his/her demand 
for f -goods that is given by the solution of this problem, which can be described as 
follow s.

「Zf = 「Zf (pC)

Let i Zf (pC) denote x l
f (pC) - oZ

f , z = 1, _ , f . Then, for this net demand each z is 
rationed with f l ( i (pC), _ , i (pC)) which is denoted by i Zf (pC), z = 1, _ , f . As 
we have stated above, through the competitiveness of all the markets, every agent does 
not pay any attention to others' demand in fix price markets as well as flexible price 
markets. Thus, we may properly assume that each 1 takes ;x: f (pC) as given.

Step 2.
After dealing with f -goods, each agent turns to the determination of the demands for 

c-goods. It follows that each f ought to be concerned with the following problem.

maX I (「 , i Zf (PC) 十e lf )
s.t. P Cx c = PCOc - ω1(PC)

2 Thus, we may assume that each agent is not aware of the strategic interrelation through the rationing and 
that he/she does not behave strategically. It is worth noting that Benassy's 'quantity tatonnement' known as an 
adjustment process in fix price markets is inapplicable here because his process is crucially dependent on the 
so called perceived constraints which are formed by each agent's estimation of others' quantities demanded 
and supplied (Benassy, op. cit ). 
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whereωZ(pC) = i 'f (pC), z = 1 , _ , f .
Let the demand function for c-goods derived by the solution of this problem be 

5cc(pC), z = 1, _ , 1. It is worth noting that this is di fferent from the solution for 
c-goods in Step 1. The latter solution, after the rationing, does not necessarily meet the 
budget constraint whi le this solution x ic(pC) does meet it.

Now that we have formalized the behavior of each agent, we are in a position to 
define an equi librium of our model. The definition of an equilibrium should be solely 
based on ;xic(pC), 1 = 1 , _ , I obtained above since the influence of fix price markets 
has already been incorporated into them.

D EFINm oN 2. An equilibrium for amixed-market economy i ( , {uZ , oZ 
, f Z l z・) is 

characterized by a price vector pC such that ,1 ;x ic( p C) = ,I oc

In order for the equilibrium to be well defined, we need an additional assumption on 
a rationing scheme.

ASSUMPTION 4. For all z, 1 (J = 1, _ , m) meets following conditions.
1. continuity in all arguments.
2. nondecrease in x fJ..
3. nonincrease in the other arguments than i 'fJ. .
4. non-manipulabi li ty; every agent, once rationed, cannot increase the level of 

his/her transactions as well as others' transactions by increasing his/her demand 
or supply.

5. real and nominal voluntary exchange, where
(a) real voluntary exchange:
i fJ 1( J, - , i J) > 0 and I JI > l 1( i J, - , J)l Z = 1, - , f , J =
1 . . . m
(b) nominal voluntary exchange:
( ・i Zf )( ・f l (1 , _ , i ) > 0and l ・ i 'f l > I ・f l ( i , _ , i )l z = 1, _ , f

These conditions above mentioned are more or less normal in the li terature.
Under the given assumptions, we have a substantial proposition.

THEOREM 1 . fn an economy i (p , {uZ , 01 , f l }1) there exzst an e MZzbrz m contzn- 
uum that zs unbounded, where 'M boM ded ' means that the contzn um set of e zzbrz m 
一 ce vecto s pC cam ot e cove ed y any ba wzt a f m te adi s zn K n. ach e zlzb- 
rz m zn the contzn m yze ds a dz erent eso e a Zocatzon. 

P oof. See A pendzx.

This theorem contains both good and bad news. Good news is that whatever the ratio 
of n to m, exible price markets compensate the rigidity of fix price markets, leading 
to equi libria. In this sense, the competitive price mechanism turns out to have a robust 
property in regard to the existence of equilibrium. On the other hand, bad news is the 
indeterminacy of equilibria. We are not able to locate any equilibrium. In order to 
ascertain the statement of the theorem, we provide an i l lustrative numerical example 
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We consider a pure exchange economy with two consumers (1 = A, B) and three 
9oods (J = 1, 2, 3). Let the initial endowments((x;ij)J=1,2,3) of consumers (i = A, B) 
be (3, 4, 5) and (5, 4, 3) respectively. We assume that the price of the third good is fixed 
and set at 1. The price of other goods is denoted by p・j (J' = 1, 2). A utility function of 
each consumer is assumed to be expressed as follows.

A B 1 2= X1 ' X2 ' X3, = X1 十 2 2 十 
3 X3 ・

According to Step 1, we first calculate the demand for f -goods (good 3) by each 
consumer, obtaining the following.

A 4 5 B 3
X3 = p l 十 一p2 十 - , X;3 = - ・3 3 2p1

We have two possible cases; (i) x3A - 5 > 0 and x;3B - 3 < 0, (ii) x3A- 5 < 0 and 
x3B-3 > 0. It suffices to only consider case (i). The other can be treated in the same way 
as described below. Since we have only two consumers, we may consider the short side 
rule to be the only possible rationing scheme. Then, the consequence of the rationing 
depends on the relative size of lx;3A-51 and lx3B -31. Again, it suffices to consider one 
of two possible cases. We pick up the case in which lx3A- 51 、> l x;3B - 31. In this case, 
consumer B can meet his/her desire (supply) whereas consumer A cannot. 0bviously, 
we have that FA(pl , p2) = -(x13B -3) = 3 - and FB(p l , p2) = x3B -3 = j )1 -3.

We proceed to Step 2. Each consumer, then, confronts the following optimization 
problem.

max UA = x1 ・ x2 ・ f8 - -3一

、 
s.t. p l x1 十 p2x2 = 3p1 十4p2 - 3 十 一

3
2p1ノ 2p1

max = - 十 ( )2 
s.t. 一十p2x2 = 5p1 十4p2 十3 - 

It is worth noting that summing up their budget constraints leads to Walras' law; that is, 
p l (x lA十x jB-8) 十p2(x 十x -8) = 0. Thus, we have only to focus on one of the two 
goods and consider its equi librium condition. Pick good 2, then, through calculation we 
have the following equilibrium condition for it.

_1_ (3p1 十4p2 _ 3 十_3
、

十
( Pi、2 

= 8 .
2p2 2p1ノ p2ノ

This equation cannot be solved for . Any pair (p l , p2) satisfying the above equation 
could be an equilibrium price system. M ore precisely, by particular case conditions 
(namely, lx3A-51 > lx3B -31 as well as x;3A-5 > 0 and x3B -3 < 0), there exists some 
p l (3 < p l < 4) such that for p1 > p l any (p l , p2) satisfying the above equation 
co]nsists of an equilibrium price system. Note that if p i > p l , then a strictly positive p2 
is always obtainable. - 
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It is easi ly seen that each equi librium price system yields a different resource alloca- 
tion by the fact that for consumer B we always have that x13B = j

1
- . 

ROLE OF M ONEY IN A M IXED-M ARKET ECONOM Y 

3. . fnt oductzon of money・ moneta e uz zbrzum
Let us recall the basic reason why we have indeterminacy of equi libria. We need to 

stress two observations. 0bservation (1) Since both c-goods and f -goods are included 
in the unique budget constraint of each agent, his/her demand function for c-goods 
cannot be homogeneous of degree 0 in pC unless he/she has no initial endowments of 
f -goods. Observation (2) Since we always have the balance of supply and demand 
for f -goods through the rationing schemes, the sum of the budget constraints over all 
agents leads to Walras' law for c-goods. Through these observations, we necessari ly 
have discrepancy between the number of equations and the number of variables (=the 
number of exible prices) in the equation system expressing an equilibrium state of the 
economy. M ore specifically, the number of equations is just one less than the number 
of variables in the system, which results in the indeterminacy of equilibria.

In order to cope with this problem, we consider an implication given by observa- 
tion (1). Since the demand for c-goods is not homogeneous of degree 0 in pC, we 
cannot take pC as relative prices. In other words, we must consider them to be absolute 
prices. M oreover, a serious problem about these absolute prices is that each one can 
take any value between 0 and +co. Thus, to avoid this incovenience, we are naturally 
required to have a certain amount of entity which plays a role of a unit of account. Noth- 
ing can be conceived but money as such an enti ty. So, let us see what wi l l happen to the 
morass of indeterminacy if a certain amount of money is introduced into our model.

M oney, put in our model, turns out to be a very special good. Because money can be 
seen as a fix price good (as a numeraire) while it is never rationed. Thus, the introduction 
of money adds one clearance condition without any effect on the number of variables, 
which quite likely serves to solve the above problem. Before that,however, we need a 
more or less reasonable way of incorporating money into our model.

As is well known, money has three fundamental workings; namely the unit of ac- 
count, the medium of exchange and the store of value. Among them, the last one, i.e., 
the store of value, should be out of consideration in our model since our model is in- 
trinsical ly static like a standard general competitive model; namely we do not take time 
passage into account in the model-bui lding. In addition, our model, as well as a stan- 
dard competitive model, assumes that an actual trade can only take place once for all 
after an equilibrium is established. Hence, all agents in our model have no incentive to 
hold money after trade, which implies that money should not be included in a budget 
constraint as well as a uti li ty function of each agent since otherwise some one must hold 
money after trade. Actually, money is necessitated only once for the trade. In these cir- 
cumstances, we are forced to artificial ly model the introduction of money as fol lows. 
That is, there exists the monetary authority that pumps a certain amount of money into 
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an economy just before the trade and then withdraws them all after the trade. This is 
actually a popular convention in dealing with money in a static model (see, e.g., Gale 
(1982), esp., chap 6).

The next problem is to consider how money is distributed among agents before trade. 
If we follow C1ower (C1ower (1967)) and adopt the view of 'cash in advance', it is 
appropriate to provide each agent with enough amount of money to meet his/her net 
demand. Along this line, the introduction of money would be formally expressed as 
follows.

I

M = Σ mj , 

i= 1

mi = pCmax{r (pC) - o , 0} + ma {r Z(pC) - oZ , 0} i = 1, _ , f .

where M designates a total amount of money that is the so called money supply while 
mj denotes a specific amount of money distributed to agent t (1 = 1, _ , I ). The 
sign max should be interpreted elementwisely for the relevant two vectors. It is worth 
noting that through trade the sum of money received by agent t will be pC 1mm{xc (pC- 
oc,0}l 十p lmin{x f (pC) - ( if , 0}l which is equal to m j by his/her budget constraint 
(1 = 1, _ , I ). Thus, the same amount of money as before will be withdrawn from 
every agent after trade.

This formulation, however, raises some behavioral problem. An agent, given some 
amount of money, would have an incentive to spend all and not to hold it again; namely 
he/she would be motivated to buy without selling. In order to get an agent to return 
the specific amount of money, we need some legal force or other (for instance, Gale 
needs a tax system for this purpose, see Gale (1982), op.clt ). Indeed, we can proceed 
along this line to obtain desirable consequences, but there is another way of controll ing 
money which is feasible without resort to governmental compulsion, and moreover, 
facil itates our analysis. The way is to distribute money not to agents but to markets, i.e. 
auctioneers. Specifically, the authority provides each market with the amount of money 
equivalent to the aggregate supply in the market. Then, an agent sells his/her net supply 
to each market. Since every agent necessari ly spends all his/her money to meet his/her 
demand, after trade each market always has the same amount of money as before, which 
is returned to the authority. This procedure is described by the following way of money 
distribution.

n m 
M= Σ m +Σ mt 

= 1 J= 1
I 

m(

k = pj1mm{X k(pC) - ωok, 0}l 
i= 1

I 

k = 1. . . _ n 

mt = pJlmin{X J' (pC) - ω l
J' , 0}l J = 1 

i= 1 
m 
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It is worth noting that Σ k=1 m j 十Σ f =1 mt is always equal to Σ1 1 mj . We adopt 
this method in the following. To be emphasized here, the more orthodox method de- 
scribed before can also be applicable in our argument but needs complicated treatment 
compared to our procedure. Since both lead to the same concequences, it is advisable 
to use this specific way for efficiency of our analysis.

We make an assumption about agents' supply to markets that is just for simplification 
of later analysis.

ASSUMPTION 5. Each agent supplies all his/her initial endowments to markets to 
get money.

It easily follows from this assumption that the relevant money distribution leads to the 
following condition.

I I 

PC oc十 o'f = M 
1 1

Considering this condition, we are allowed to define the equilibrium for a mixed- 
market economy with money.

D EFINm oN 3 . An equilibrium for a mixed-market economy with money
9(p, {ui , (,l)i , M , F i l j) is characterized by a price vector pC which satisfies
(1) Σf ;xic(pc) = Σf o
(2) pCΣl

f oc 十 Σ,f 0'f = M 

3.2. etem znacy e zzbrz m
Let us consider how the set of equi libria is in the model including money. First, we 

immediately obtain the following existence result.

PRoPosm oN 1. M > Σf o l , then zn an economy i ( , {u1, 01, M , F i }1) 
e uzzbrz m przce systems are bo nded

P o . As fhep o theo em f has shown, wz'tho t condz'tz'on (2) of def mtz'on 3 we 
wou d have fhe nbounded set e uzzbrzum przce systems oweve by thzs condztzon 
pCΣ, oc = M - -p Σt o t > 0, which implies that pC must be bounded Thus, the 
c azm zs zmmedzate. 

Remark [1] : In the process of equilibrium, we should note that the amount of money 
delivered to each market is determined simultaneously with the price of each c-good. 
More specifically, we should think of the following tatonnement process. First, call a 
tentative price for each c-good market. Then, every agent offers its demand or supply 
for all goods, which brings about a specific amount of money to be delivered to each 
market (see mk and mt provided above) that can be seen as money demand. If all 
goods markets and money market (supply of money is given as M that should satisfy 
the condition of proposition 1) are not cleared by the nominated prices, then all prices 
are cancelled and some other prices are called. This process is repeated until both goods 
and money markets are cleared although we do not address the stability of equilibrium. 
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Remark [2] : The condition of the proposition is crucial. Otherwise, nobody could trade 
a competitive good through money.

To our regret, this result is not good enough. Admittedly, the proposition shows 
boundedness of equilibrium, but it does not say anything about the determinacy of 
equilibrium that is our main issue. Thus, we should proceed to investigate its deter- 
minacy. To this end, we should stop to think of what the determinacy is. Needless to 
say, a uniqueness of equilibrium is a perfect concept for the determinacy. It is, however, 
well known that very severe conditions are required for it even in the standard general 
competitive model. 0n the other hand, the indeterminacy of equi librium means that 
arbitrarily close to every equilibrium we always find another equilibrium. Thus, it is le- 
gitimate for us to abandon a uniqueness of equilibrium, instead adopt a local uniqueness 
of equilibrium for the determinacy of equilibrium, where a local uniqueness of equilib- 
rium allows a multiplicity of equilibria but excludes the existence of other equilibria in 
a neighborhood of each equilibrium.

It is effective in examining a local uniqueness of equilibrium to make use of differ- 
entiability of relevant functions. Thus, we assume the following.

ASSUMPTION 6. ul and F i are all differentiable (C「 class, r > 2) for all 1 in 
addition to the conditions provided in assumptions 1 and 4.

This assumption leads to differentiability of x ic (pC).

PRoPosm oN 2. nder ass mptzon 6, i (pC) zs dz e entzab e zn pe ter a z.

Proof. Afunction ;x: f (pC) in the step 1 of derivtngprocess i (pC) is df ferentiable 
sz'nee strz'ct uasz'concavz and dz e entzabz' z' Z enab es s to ectzve y a p y 
the zmp zczt fm ctzon theo em to the f st e der condztzons of the e evant optzmzzatzon 
problem. Since Fi is also assumed to be dif ferentiable, ;x: f (pC) is dt erentiable. Then, 
z'n step 2, zt z's worth notz'ng that the obj'ectz've functz'on the op tz'mz'zatzon zs strz'cfly 

uasz'concave z'n r because of strz'ct uasz'concavz et ui (r , r 'f ). Gz'yen thz's fact and 

differentiability of it f (pC), the implicit function theorem is again applicable to the f irst 
e der condztzons of fhzs optzmzzatzonp ob em to obtazn a dz e entzab e nctzon l c (pC) .

Then, we consider a matrix consisting of the price effect on the demand for c-goods 
as follows. 

A(PC) = 

Σ f ∂i c1(P C) Σ f ∂i ;1(PC) Σ f ∂i c1(P C)
l= 1 z= 1 - l= 1 

Σ f ∂ c2(p C) Σ f ∂ c2(p C) Σ f ∂1.2(p C)
i= 1 一∂pj i= 1 一∂p「 - i= 1 apn 

Σ f ∂ on(p C) Σ f ∂i on(p C) Σ f ∂ on(p ' )
i= 1 -ap「 i= 1 -ap「 - i= 1 -all「 

where x
〔, j (pC) J = 1 , _ , n is an element function of it 'c (pC) . Through this matrix, we 

obtain a sufficient condition for an equilibrium to be locally determinate. 
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THEOREM 2 . An e z'h'brz' m peter the moneta economy i ( , { l , 01, M , f l }l ) 
zs oca y m z e f the e zs not any nonze o y (∈K n) s ch that

I
A(pC) ・ y = 0 and Σ o ・ y = 0

i

P o . See A pendz 2J.

The condition of the theorem specifies a geometric relation between an aggregate ini- 
tial endowment vector of c-goods and a hyperplane spanned by those vectors which 
correspond to price effects on the demand for each good. This theorem shows that the 
introduction of money assures determinacy of equil ibrium, but it is conditional. Since it 
is di fficult to see how weak or strong the condition is for monetary economies, we can- 
not say how likely money yields the local uniqueness of equilibrium. So we consider 
the effectiveness of money from a different angle.

3.3. etem z'nacy e zz'brzum as a generzc p oper
We use the method of regular economies to investigate the issue from the generic 

viewpoint. To this end, we first take any strictly positive value of M and consider the 
set {( , ω) ∈K + x K m)11M > p Σ lf ω'f }, which is denoted by IM. It is worth 
noting that this set is open and that a)cj is free from this set. In the following, we use 
IM as a parameter space and apply the technique of regular economies to lt. M ore 
specifically, our strategy is to identify a particular subset of IM each element of which 
yields the local uniqueness of equilibrium. To proceed our argument along this line, we 
need to express the dependence of the demand function x ic(pC) on the parameters. It is 
obvious from its construction that a final demand ;1t ic is dependent on (p), a)) as well as 
p C . Thus, we are allowed to express x ic(pC; p, a)) instead of ;leio(pC). It tums out that 
this function has a following property.

PRoPosm oN 3. i (pC; , ω) zs dz erentzab e zn both p C and ( , ω) for a z.

P o . We may baszca y fol ow the same way as z'n the p oof of p oposz'tzon 
2. Gzven assum-n 6, we can obtazn a dz e entzab e fm ctzon r Zf (pC; , ωi ) zn 
the step of the derzvzng p ocess of r . en, each agent z zs atzoned wzth 
f l (x (pC; , ω1), _ , r (pC; p, ωf )), so zt has l i (pC; p, ω) which is a so dz eren- 
tzab e th o gh ass mptzon 6. s, zn the step 2 we a e a owed to a p y the zmplzczt 
fm ctzon theo em, obtaznzng the desz ed conse ence.

Now we show a claim which gives a generic answer to the problem of indeterminacy 
of equilibrium.

THEOREM 3 . fhe e exzsfs at east one agent who zs atzoned at a l f x p rzce mar- 
ets, then for any M (> 0) the set e m zbrz m przce vecto_s dzsc ete f or almost a

( , ω) Zn IM・

P o . See A pendzx f3J.

It is worth noting that the condition of this theorem is totally independent of the one 
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provided in Theorem 2. As long as we have at least one agent who is restricted for all 
f -goods by the rationing scheme, the introduction of money assures local uniqueness 
of equil ibrium for almost al l economies. We should recal l that the resource allocation 
does not become definite unti l equi librium is determined. Thus, it is money supply 
that realizes a specific resource al location among agents. In this sense, money actually 
affects a real economy.

We have another interesting fact concerning the equi librium set that is obtained 
through the technique of regular economies.

THEOREM 4. Flor almost all ( -p, ω) In 9M for any M (> 0) there exlists an odd 
num er of e zzbrz m p rzce vecto s.

P o . See A pendzx f J.

I t follows from these theorems that money truly plays a crucial role in a mixed type 
economy.

Lastly, we should refer to the efficiency of the equilibria. The equilibria obtained 
above, however, cannot be expected to have Pareto efficiency because of the rationing 
schemes, which is due to the fol lowing fact. A lthough we only required the most funda- 
mental property of rationing schemes in definition 1, in order for the schemes to make 
sense some other properties should be added to. Above al l, the condition of voluntary 
exchange is indispensable for any rationing scheme. However, Si lvestre showed that 
Pareto efficiency and voluntary exchange go together only at the Walrasian allocation in 
which all the markets are competitive (Silvestre (1985)). 

4 CONCLUDING REM ARKS 

We should refer to the li terature dealing with a similar issue to ours. Dreze (1997) 
and Citanna et al. (2001) have also considered the combination of fixed/flexible prices. 
The latter, in particular, has obtained the simi lar result to one of ours on the basis of 
an economy with production; namely the set of equi libria consti tutes a continuum (see 
Theorem 1 of section 2). However, as for a pure exchange economy they have only 
considered fix price markets. In addition, they have assumed that in every market only 
excess supply occurs. They have also considered an effect of expectation of supply op- 
portunities on the decision making. These are structural differences from ours. What is 
more important, their goal is completely distinct from ours. They aim at showing that 
the relevant equilibrium set (called underemployment equilibria) constitutes a contin- 
uum, which necessari ly leads to the indeterminacy of equilibrium, whereas our goal is 
to improve that situation.

We solved our problem with recourse to money which is not unfoundedly introduced 
but is naturally required by the structure of the model. A point to note is that money 
introduced in our model is not allowed to have the function of the store of value by 
our model being intrinsically static. In addition, the actual trade takes place only once 
after the equi librium is established, which is the same presupposition as the one in the 
standard general competitive model. Thus, an agent does not have any incentive to hold 
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money. Nevertheless, money supply proves to substantially affect a real economy, that 
is, it determines a specific resource allocation. In macroeconomics, indeed money plays 
a decisive role in determining real quantities, but it is crucially based on the assumption 
that agents do want to hold money through three types of motives. Thus, the real effect 
of money in our model stems from a totally different ground from that of macroeco- 
nomics. It seems that this working of money from a viewpoint of general competitive 
equilibrium has been overlooked. Since in reality an economy is likely to have a com- 
petitive market system with partial malfunction, this crucial role of money should be 
stressed.

If we take account of the distinction between the present and the future, then we need 
to think of the store of value as the function of money. In this case, we have to consider 
the behavior of money-holding of an agent. In this connection, Magill and Quinzii 
have shown that a similar difficulty, i.e., indeterminacy of equilibrium, can occur in 
the incomplete market system (Magill and Quinzii (1996), §33). If our mixed-market 
model is interpreted as a temporary equil ibrium model, we can also show that through 
an appropriate formalization of the money-holding behavior of an agent money plays 
the same effective role in determining the equilibrium (Nagata (2008)). 

[1] Proof of Theorem 1. 

APPENDIX 

In order to prove Theorem 1 , we need need two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. r Z(pC) z's contz'nuo sz'n pC, z' = 1, _ , f .

Proof. We f rst consider the setΓ(pC) def tnedby
{(r , r ' ) ∈ +mi per + r ' = poo + c' } .

Γ(pC) can be seen as a correspondence, whzch partzcu arly satz es fo owzng con- 
dz'tz'ons. (1) for any pC ∈ K +, Γ(pC) z's compact fn fact, th ough assumptions 
2 and 3, Γ(pC) Is obviously bounded. Thus, any sequence of Γ(pC) has a conver- 
gent s bse ence whose zmzt poznt, say (r 0, r l 0), zs easzい hewn to satz that 
p C c0 十 r l 0 = p oc o 十 o l , which z-os that (r 0, r l 0) ∈Γ(pC). (2) for any 
pC∈ +, Γ(pC) z's convex hz's is easz'い hewn by the sz'mp e calc latz'on. (3) Γ(pC) 
zs contz'nuous zn pC fz st we show the u per hemz-contznuz of Γ. for any gzven 
pC∈ K +, pzc any se uence {p } → C whe e {p } ⊂ K +. on we conszder a 
se uence (x r , r ' r) ∈Γ(p ), r = 1, 2, _ which ha

_
imz't poz'nt, say ( i , i Z). We 

have on y to s ow that ( l c, i lf ) ∈Γ( C). S pose not, then the e exzsts a n mber r ' 
such that er r, 十 r Zr, > poc o 十ω whe e ω = Oi . a ence, the e exists another 
n mber r″s- that p 〃r cr, 十 p r 'f r, > p 〃o 十ω. Set r* = max{r /, r〃}. on, 
p * r cr* 十 r l r* > p *Oc 十ω, which is a cont

_
z'ction. Mext, we demonst ate the 

ower hemz'-contz'nuz' Γ. As b o e, f st, for any gz'yen C∈ +, pz'c any se uence 
{p } → pC where {p; } C R +. We need to show that for any (:Ice, ;x: f ) ∈Γ(pC) there 
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exzsfs a se once (r r , r tf r) ∈Γ(p ) , r = 1 , 2, _ whzch converges to ( i , i lf ). S P- 
pose not, then there exists a neighborhood N( l c, ;x: f ) such thatΓ(p ) ∩N( l c, ;x: f ) = 
f or a r. t thzs zs zmpossz e because for any (= ( c, f ) ≠ 0) ∈ K n+m there a - 
ways exz'sfs aδ∈ Rn such thatδ( i 十 c - o ) = - o

o - p t , whz'
_

cads to the 
fo1 owzng e atzon.

( j'C十δ) ( -x: lc 十 ,Ec) 十 一p(.i ' f 十c f ) = ( -pC十δ) 0ic 十ω .

Thus, we are allowed to use Berge's max;1mum theorem (Berge (1963), ch 6) to obtazn 
a contzn ous demandfunctzon x lf (pC). Mote that t e strzct uasz-concavz u1 ma os 
r l (pC) a notion not a cor-onde-.

It is worth noting that through this proposition we have a continuous net demand 
function 11(pつ (= r 'f (pC) - o 'f ) for all i , which in tum leads to a continuous 
ωi (pC) (= p f l ( i (pC), _ , i (pC)) because of the continuity of f l(assumption 
4,(1)).

LEMMA 2. i (pC) z's contznuo sz'n pC, z' = 1, _ , f .

Proof. Step 1
Sznce theset {r c ∈K l pe e = poc o一ωi (pC)}, z = 1, _ , f zs we -d ned owzng to 
assumptz'on , 5 , et A(pC) denote z't or sz'mplz'cz' of notatz'on, we cruz't the supe scrz'pt 
z' for A . t z's easz'い hewn that A(pC) z's compact and convex for al pC∈ K +. We 
demonst ate that A (p C) as a cor espondence zs contznuous z'n pC. Sz'nee the u per- 
hemzcontznuz zs shown zn the same way as the p oof of the pper hemz-contzn z
Γ(pC) z'n P oposz'tz'on 3, we on y show the ower-hemzcontz'n z' . for any gzven C∈

K 十, pzc any i o ∈A ( C) and f x zt. We have to show that for a se ence {p } → C 

there eXtStSa Sequence {X k} Such that X k ∈A(p'k), k = 1, 2, _ and {X k} → i . 'no 
thzs end, we conszder for any gzven ∈K n a specz c r that satz os

( C十 )( i - r ) = ( i - o ) 十ω1(pC十 ) - ω1( C) .

Mote that suc a r zs a ways obtaznab e. M o eove z't zs wort notz'ng t at s-a r
fulf ills

(PC十 ) r c = ( C十 )Oc - ω1 (PC十 )

and converges to i as → 0, whz'ch shows the ower hemz'-contz'nuz' of A (pC) at C. 
Sznce pC zs arbzt arz y chosen, the desz ed outcomefo1 ows.

Step 2
e
_

that l c(pC) zs derzved th ough thefo owzng optzmzzatzonp ob em.

m aX u l (「 c, i lf (PC) 十e lf )
s.t r c ∈A (pC)

whe e we shou d e
_

that i 'f (pC) = f l ( i (pC), _ , i (pC)). Sz'nee A (pC) z's com- 
pact and convex and l zs strzct y uasz-concave, the optzma r c zs unz Mely detem zned 
z'n the above p ob em us, r c(pC) z's a we -def ned f nctz'on. We show that thz's nc- 
tzon zs contzn o s zn pC. 「o thzs end, pzc any C∈ + and f x zt. en, zt su ces to 
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show that
11m {p }→ cllar-x r c∈A( c) 1 ( r , 1 1 ( C) 十o'f) -ar-xr c∈A(p ) l (r , l l (p ) 十

o'f )ll = 0
Note that 
Ila「一Xr c A(pc) I (「 , i 'f (PC) 十oZ ) - a 「一Xr c A(p )u1 ( , i 'f (P ) 十oZ)ll
= llar-Xr c A( c)

I ( 「 c , l l ( C) 十 01) - ar-Xr c A(p )
1( 「 c, i Z ( C) 十 01) 

十a「9maXr c A(p ) I (「 , i 'f ( C) 十0'f ) - a 「一Xr c∈A(p )ui (「 , i 'f (P ) 十 0Zf )ll 
< llar gma r ∈A( c) l (r c, i ' ( C) 十o' ) - ar gmaxr c∈A(p )ul (r c, i Z( C) ll
十 liar9maχr c A(p ) l (r , i ' (pC) 十o' ) - ar9maχr c∈A(p ) l (r , i ' (p ) 十o' )lt. 
Then, through Berge's maximum theorem, we have

im 
c
llar gma r c∈A( c) l (r , l l ( C)十o f )-ar gmaxr c∈A(p )ul (r , i Z ( C) ll = 0 

{p k}→ p 

andfrom thefact that ui is continuous in ;x:f which is in turn continuous in pC, itfo11ows 
that
11m{p }→ ell a「一Xr c A(p ) i (「 , i lf ( C) 十e lf) -a 「一Xr c∈A(p ) u i (「 , i Zf (P ) 十
o'f ) ll =0

ese obse atzons ead to the e atzon to be shown.

These lemmas lead to the proof of Theorem 1, which is as follows.

P o . We conszder the agg egate excess demand fm ctzon for c-goods w zch zs de- 
noted by g : 十 → n. 0bvz'ous y, the prz'ce vector p C satz' z'ng that g(pC) = 0 
cha acterzzes an e zzbrz m. Sznce g zs def nod as

I I 

g(pc) = Σ j (pc) _ Σ o
1 1

, we can estab zsh the fo owzng p opertzes concemzng g.
g z's contz'n o s z'n pC see emma 2 .

2 for any gzven pC ∈ K +, peg(pC) = 0. fn fact, for each z, we have 
that p C i (pC) = pCoc - ωl (p C). Acco dz'ng to the p oper afz'onz'ng schemes, 
Σl

f f l (pC) = 0, whzch zmp zes thatΣ ,f ωl (pC) = Σ l
f f l (pC) = 0. s, we have 

thatΣ ,f pci (pつ = Σf poc o.
3 Pzc a pe ∈∂ + s- that p C≠ 0 and p = 0. en, fh ough assumptzon 

1 esp. 1 - 2. , we have that limpc→p c gJ・(pC) > 0.
Mow we ta e any (> 0) and consz'der a -sphe e S z'n n. et the set K 十 n S

be S 十. Then, we truncate S _十 to make S that lndudes the boundary close oneレtgh 
to∂K 十. estrz'ctz'ng g on S, g z's z'nterpreted as a contz'nuous vector f e d on S see 

and 2 stated above fhatpoznfs znwa at the bom da see 3 mentzoned above . 
Therefore, the vector f ield g has zeros,・ namety there exists a vector pC∈ S such that 
g(pC) = 0. us, the exz'stence an e uz'1z'brz' m z'sp oved.

f om the arg ment 3 , we see that each sp ere wzth as the adzus has zfs own 
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e uz' z'brz'urn competz'tz've prz'ce vecto s on z't. We a e, howeve not a owed to specz
any sznce eve agent 's demand nctzon i (z = 1, _ , f ) zs not homogeneous of 
deg ee 0 z'n pC f t fo ows that the set of e z'h'brz' m competz'tz'veprz'ce vecto s contaz'ns 
a contznuum that expands z nzte y. Meed ess to say, the demand fm ctzon zs not a 
constant fM ctz'on us, z'nhomogenez' the demand fm ctz'on a so gua antees that 
esou e a ocatzons each cor espondzng to an e zzbrzum przce vector a e dz e ent 

one another. 

[2] Proof of Theorem 2. 

Step 1.
Let E1 denote the set {pC ∈ R 十l Σ ,I ;leio(pつ = Σf o } and E2 denote {pC∈

K +l pCΣz o 十p Σz o'f = M }. Obvio sい he set of e ui ibr加m-ce vecto s 
z's e ua to 1 ∩ 2. 「a e an arbzt a e uzzbrz' m prz'ce vector pC and f x z't. Sz'nee 

1 z's an m bounded contz'nuum, we a e a owed to consz'der a pass th o gh pC z'n l , 
which can be expressed by a funct1on p'j : [0, 十00) → El. We may assume that for 
some t ∈ (0, 十00), pC = p j (t). h o gh p-osztz'on 2, we may consz'der p j to be 
d e entzab e or at east a pmzmated by a dz e entzab e fm ctzon. As tor 2, we are 
also allowed to thtnk of a pass expressed by p : [0, 十00) → E2 for which we may 
assume the dz erentz'abz' z' . fn ad z'tz'on we may ass me that pC= p (t).
Step 2.

for p j (t), we obvzous y have that∑ f r (p j (t)) = ∑ f o s, dz e entzatzng both 
sz'dos by t, we obtaz'n thefol owz'ng.

c dp j(t)
A(p l (t)) ・ - = 0dt 

fn partz'cu a we have 

A(-・ =。
Sz'nee the above e uafz'on ho ds for any pass th ough pC, IA(p j (t))

for p (t), we fo1 ow the szmz ar p ocedu e to have that 

j o i . -=0C dt 

Step 3.
e e uzzbrzum prz'ce vector p C z's 

pC, p j (t) and p (t) never coznczde. 

≠0 

(1) 

(2) 

oca y- ue zf and only zf zn a nezghborhood of 
Alternativety put, ≠ for any p (t) 

th ough pC (z' = 1 , 2), whz'ch z's, th ough the above e atz'ons and 2 , ass ed by the 
condztzon p ovzded zn theo em 2. 

[3] Proof of Theorem 3.

First we take an arbitrary M (> 0) and fix lt. Then we denote (
」p, ω) of IM by e and 
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call it an economy for simplicity in the following.
Step 1.

We conszder agg egate excess demand fm ctzons for c-goods for J-th c-goods an 
agg egate excess demand nctzon gJ・ : 十 x IM → zs d nod by

I 

9J (PC, e) = (三J (PC, e) - ω J ) 
1

or money we conszder thefo 1owzng fm ctzon m : K + x IM → K gzven by
1 1 

m(PC, e) = PC o c 十 Σ o'f - M 
1 1

Mote that gJ・ (J = 1, _ , n) and m a e a dz e entzab e t o gh p oposztzon 3. y 
puttzng t ese fm ctzons togethe we f na y constr ct thefo owzng nctzon f : K 十 x 
IM → n def nod by 

f (PC, e) = (91(PC, e), _ , 9n_1 (PC, e), m(PC, e)) .

We ten wrzte fe(pC) znstead f (pC, e) to dzstzng zsh zntrznszc varzab es and comp e- 
mentary ones. Note that f only contains n - 1 et c-goods. Stnce Walras' law holdsfor 
c-goods, we z'mmedz'ate y have that f e-1 (0) tom s the set of e uz'1zbrz'a for the economy 
e s, ourJob zs to znvestzgate the str ctMe of f e-1 (0).
Step 2.

Sz'nee we exp z'cz'fly consz'der an economy e, we need to emphasz'ze that the net demand 
x of f -goods for each agent i is dependent on p, oc, (,of as well as pC. According 
to thzs obse atzon, the ratzomng for agent z she d be wrztten as f l (pC, e), whzch zn 
tum converts ω1(pC) z'nto ω1(pC, e) sz'nee ωi = f i hus, the budgef constm 'nt for 
c-goodsfor agent 1 should be expressed asfo11ows.

p er e = pCoc - ωl (pC, e) .

et the rz'ght sz'do of the e afz'on be zl (pC, e) whz'ch z's obvz'ous y z'nterp eted as hz's er 
zncome. en, t e demand fm ctzon for c-goods can be wrztten as i (p C

, zl (pC, e)) 
1nsteadof x ic (pC, e).
Step 3.

Mow, we wz1 show that f : + x IM → n zs a submerszon. 「o thzs end, for 
any gzven (pC, e) (∈ K 十 x IM), we demonstrate that the derzvatzve df p c,e : K n x 
R (n十m)f十m十1 → n zs su ectzve. Sznce the e exzsfs an agent who zs atzoned at a
f -goods mar ets, we may assume wzthout oss gene a z that t e f st agent 1 zs s c
an agent. We foc s on an ecf ω sz'nee z't z's a f ee varz'ab e z'n IM on, th ough 
assMmptzons , and 6 we have t at∂ f l /∂ω J. = 0, z = 1, _ , f , J = 1, _ , n. 
Thus, the part of df pc,e that corresponds to o turns out to be asfo11ows. 
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fn-' -.z
n,-' Pi -.z

n,-' P - -.z
n,- ' PC_, - 1 -. ,-' Pリ∂z ∂z ∂z n ∂z 

fn Pi P - P _1 Pn 
e lznear zndependence of thzs s bmatrzχcan bep oved asfo 1ows fz st m tzp y eac

J'-th co run byλJ・ (J' = 1, _ , n) and set thez'r s m e a to 0, es tzng zn the system 
n z'near e uatz'ons. We partz'cu ar y ta e t e ast e uatz'on the system that z's 

n

ΣλJp; =0' (*)
J

On the other hand, the k-th component equat1on of the system (k = 1, _ , n - 1) Is 
wrztten as 

t fo1owsf om (*) thatλ = 0 ( = 1 , _ , n- 1), whz'ch z'n t m z'mplz'os thatλn = 0 
sznce p > 0.
Step 4.

Mow that we ave shown the z'near z'ndependence the above s bmatrz' , the s 'ec- 
tz'vz' of df pc,e z's z'mmedz'ate because the tangent space on whz'ch the above submatrz'x 
ope ates zs obvzously n.

Sznce f p oved to be a s bme szon, any poznt the range of f zs a reg ar va e 
for f fn partz'c a 0 K n z's a egular va e for f . s, th ough the p ez'mage 
theorem(Gultlemln and Pollack; (1974), p 21), f -1 (0) constitutes a (n 十m) I 十m 十1- 
dz'mensz'ona submamfo d + x IM. P t 「 = f -1(0) for sz'mplz'cz' of nota- 
tzon en, we conszder the p oJectzon : + x IM → IM and estrzct zt on 「 , 
which can be expressed as 71 IT. Note that for any e (f gM, ;7r l r 1 (e) expresses the set 
{(e z zbrz m p rzceυectors of e, e)} whzch zs nonemp th o gh theorem . et e be 
a regu ar va e for I r on, l r 1 (e) tom s a 0-dzmenszona submamfo d sznce IM 
can be rega ded as a manzfo d the dz'menszon whzch zs e ua to that 「 . ence, as 
ong as e zs a eg lar va ue for I r , zts e zzbrz m przce vecto s a e oca1y m z e, 

fom zng a dzsc ete set o gh Sa d 's theo em, the set of eg ar va e zs dense zn IM, 
w zch comp etes the p o

[4] Proof of Theorem 4. 

In this proof, we follow the convention of a symbolic usage provided in the proof of 
theorem 3 .

Before stating the proof, we present a lemma. 
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LEMMA 3 . f lor any economy e of gM , 

11m li t (pC,e)ll = 十00
PC→∂K +

P o . We f st examzne ω1 (pC, e) as pC→ ∂K +. et J be the good whose przce 
approaches to 0. In order fo・ ;x;if to satisfy FOC for the optimization problem under- 
yzng ωl (pC, e), the margzna1 ate s bstztutzon x for x三J must converge to 0 as 
p → 0, = 1, _ , m. Conszderzng assumptzons 2, 3 and the b dget constm nt, thzs 
convergency o-os x to converge to ω f om be ow ( = 1, _ , m) whz' e xい
o-ed to zndef nzte y znc ease a ence, i (pC, e) → 0f om below ( = 1 , _ , m) as 

p; → 0. Mote that fhz's holdsfor a l z'. s, fh ough t e ope atz'on ratz'om'ng schemes, 
f l (pC, e) = 0 when p; z's c ose enough to 0, whz'ch z'mp z'os that ω1 (pC, e) = 0 as ong 
as pC emazns c ose eno gh to∂ +.

As long as pC emaz'ns z'n a sma l nez'ghborhood ∂ +, we may set ωl (pC, e) = 
0. Then, through the argument analogous to the preceding paragraph, we have that ;J(pC, e) → ∞ whe- ∈{J ∈{1, _ , n}l p; → 0}. fn t-zght of the constr-on 
of f (pC, e), the desired outcomefo11ows.

Then, we proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.

P o . We a ply the mod 1o 2 deg ee thee to thzs zssue or thzs thee , see 
Guz lemzn and Pol ac f 9 .
Step 1.

We wz1 show that f e-1(0) zs a compact set ter a most a economy e obtazned zn 
eo em 3. We have shown that f e-1 (0) z's boM ded us, any se uence (p )r z'n z't has 

a convergent subse ence whose h'mz't poz'nt, say p3, be ongs to R 十th o gh emma . 
Sznce fe zs contznuous, fe(p3) = 0, fh s p3 ∈ f e-1(0), whzch zmp zes that fe-1(0) zs 
compact.
Step 2.

Conszder themap h : K + → Kn gzven by 

h(Pi , - , Pn) = (P(i, - , Pn) - (1, - , 1) ・

Obvz'ously, h z's smooth and h-1 (0) z's a sz'ng eton, thus a compact set en, we construct 
a smooth homotopy H : R + x [0, 1] → Rn between fe andh asfo11ows.

(pC, t) = t f e(p C) 十 (1 - t)h(pC) .

We conventzonal y use f(pC) znstead (pC, t). on, th ough emma f , f-1 (0) zs 
p oved to be compact for any t ∈[0, 1], whzch zmp zes that -1 (0) zs compact.
Step 3.

From step 2, we conclude that fe-1 (0) = h-1 (0)(mod2), 1.e., the modulo2 restdue 
class of fe-1 (0) Is equal to that of h-1 (0). Obviously, the latter Is l, thus fe-1 (0) has 
an odd number of etements. 
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